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BACKGROUND AND AIMS: The presence of gastrointestinal
symptoms and high levels of viral RNA in the stool suggest
active severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) replication within enterocytes. METHODS: Here, in
multiple, large cohorts of patients with inflammatory bowel
disease (IBD), we have studied the intersections between
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), intestinal inflammation,
and IBD treatment. RESULTS: A striking expression of ACE2 on
the small bowel enterocyte brush border supports intestinal
infectivity by SARS-CoV-2. Commonly used IBD medications,
both biologic and nonbiologic, do not significantly impact
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 receptor expression in the uninflamed in-
testines. In addition, we have defined molecular responses to
COVID-19 infection that are also enriched in IBD, pointing to
shared molecular networks between COVID-19 and IBD.
CONCLUSIONS: These data generate a novel appreciation of the
confluence of COVID-19– and IBD-associated inflammation and
provide mechanistic insights supporting further investigation
of specific IBD drugs in the treatment of COVID-19. Preprint
doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.05.21.109124
Abbreviations used in this paper: ACE2, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2;
BGRN, Bayesian Gene Regulatory Network; BH, Benjamini-Hochberg; CD,
Crohn’s disease; COVID-19, Coronavirus Disease 2019; GI, gastrointes-
tinal; GSVA, gene set variation analysis; hSIO, human small intestinal
organoids; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; IFN, interferon; IL, inter-
leukin; KDG, key driver genes; MSCCR, Mount Sinai Crohn’s and Colitis
Registry; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2;
TMPRSS, transmembrane serine protease; TNF, tumor necrosis factor;
UC, ulcerative colitis.
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Keywords: COVID-19; GI Tract; Network Analyses; IBD
Medications.
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S(SARS-CoV-2) and the ensuing coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19)1 have evolved into a global pandemic of
unprecedented proportions.2
Angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 (ACE2) is a carboxy-
peptidase that catalyzes the conversion of angiotensin I into
angiotensin 1–9, and angiotensin II into angiotensin 1–7.3–6

ACE2 can also be cleaved by serine proteases such as
transmembrane serine protease (TMPRSS) 2, TMPRSS11D,
and TMPRSS1. Early events in the pathogenesis of SARS-
CoV-2 infection include attachment of the receptor binding
domain of the viral spike (S) protein to epithelial ACE2.7–10

The S protein is then cleaved by TMPRSS2, which facilitates
viral entry into the cytoplasm of the host cell.7 Following
infection with SARS-CoV, ACE2 is downregulated in the
lungs, resulting in unopposed renin-angiotensin-aldosterone
system and contributing to disease severity.11,12

Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) encompassing
Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC) are chronic,
inflammatory disorders of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract that

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.05.21.109124
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1053/j.gastro.2020.09.029&domain=pdf
https://doi.org/10.1053/j.gastro.2020.09.029


WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

ACE2 and TMPRSS2, receptors that mediate SARS-CoV-2
entry are abundantly expressed in the intestines. The effect
of IBD and its treatment on ACE2 and TMPRSS2 is unclear.
Additionally, intersections between IBD and COVID-19 are
not well defined.

NEW FINDINGS

Common IBD medications have region-specific effect on
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 expression. Patients with COVID-
19 share overlapping gene signatures with sites of
inflammation in IBD.

IMPACT

These data support the continued clinically indicated use
of IBD medications during the pandemic and suggest a
potential role for these medications in the treatment of
COVID-19.
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are treated with conventional immunosuppressive drugs
such as corticosteroids, biologic therapies and immuno-
modulatory drugs.13,14 Given that SARS-CoV-2 co-opts re-
ceptors expressed by intestinal epithelial cells, COVID-19
has the potential to intersect with the pathogenesis of IBD
and by extension, its treatment, at a number of points.15,16

For example, ACE2 expression may be potentially altered
during gut inflammation or by IBD medications. Further,
immunomodulatory drugs used in IBD therapeutics13,14

could potentially be used in COVID-19 patients to manage
the “cytokine storm” associated with severe disease.

Therefore, in this study we systematically examined
potential areas of intersection between the uninflamed and
inflamed GI tract and COVID-19 disease. The results of this
study may improve our molecular understanding of how
COVID-19 intersects IBD and may provide a rationale for
further investigation of drugs used in IBD therapeutics for
use in patients with COVID-19.

Methods
Immunofluorescence Microscopy

Specimens were obtained via clinical endoscopy during
routine care (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). Tissue was
formalin fixed and paraffin embedded by the clinical pathology
core at our institution. Primary antibodies used included ACE2
(abcam-ab15348, 1:1000), EPCAM (abcam-ab228023, pre-
diluted), and mouse anti-TMPRSS2 (Millipore-MABF2158,
1:500) and staining was performed as detailed in
supplementary methods.
Study Cohorts
Cross-sectional cohorts.

� The Mount Sinai Crohn’s and Colitis Registry (MSCCR): Pe-
ripheral blood and biopsy whole transcriptome sequencing
data were obtained from a cross-sectional cohort (w1200
patients) that was enrolled in the MSCCR (December 2013–
September 2016); protocol approved by the Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai Institutional Review Board.
Detailed in supplementary methods.

� The RISK cohort17: ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in patients with
treatment-free pediatric CD (<17 years of age) was studied
using RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) expression profiles from
GSE57945, which includes ileal biopsies from endoscopically
defined inflamed samples (n ¼ 160), non-inflamed (n ¼ 53),
and non-IBD controls (n ¼ 42).

Longitudinal cohorts.
� The GSE100833 series, which includes expression profiles
from the gut of 80 patients with anti-tumor necrosis factor a
refractory CD and the blood from 226 patients enrolled in a
phase 2b crossover trial (CERTIFI trial) with ustekinumab18

(detailed in supplementary methods).

� The GSE73661 series includes gene expression profiles (Affy-
metrix Human Gene 1.0 ST arrays) from colonic biopsies from
patients with moderate-to-severe UC enrolled in 2 Vedolizu-
mab efficacy trials (GEMINI-I and GEMINI LTS)19 (detailed in
supplementary methods). GSE73661 series also included 12
non-IBD colonic biopsies and colonic biopsies from 23 patients
with UC before and 4 to 6weeks afterfirst infliximab treatment.
Response was defined as endoscopic mucosal healing.

MSCCR Bayesian Gene Regulatory Network
Generation

Bayesian Gene Regulatory Networks (BGRNs) can capture
fundamental properties of complex systems in states that give
rise to complex (diseased) phenotypes.18 BGRNs were gener-
ated from intestinal biopsy RNA sequence data (MSCCR, using
intestinal expression QTL information as priors). The BGRNs
were region- (ileum or colon/rectum) and disease- (CD, UC, and
control) specific and included both inflamed and uninflamed
biopsies and were constructed using RIMBAnet software18 and
visualized using Cytoscape 3.7.20 We also used 2 publicly
available BGRNs from the RISK and the CERTIFI cohort18

(Supplementary Methods).

Bayesian Gene Regulatory Subnetwork
Generation

ACE2 and TMPRSS2 subnetworks: Gene-centric sub-
networks were generated by selecting either ACE2 or TMPRSS2
from various BGRNs and expanding out 3 to 5 layers (undi-
rected) to obtain the nearest ACE2 or TMPRSS2 neighbors. The
connected subnetworks obtained were generally between 200
and 500 genes in total.

IBD Inflammation, COVID-19, and IBD Drug
Response-Subnetwork Generation

We curated RNA-seq–based IBD and COVID-19 response
signatures by identifying differentially expressed genes
(supplementary methods). Genes differentially expressed in
blood,21 lung NHBE/A549,22 or human small intestinal orga-
noids23 (hSIO) following SARS-CoV-2 infection; IBD inflamma-
tion; or response to medications were separately projected
onto various BGRNs allowing for 1 or 2 nearest neighbors
depending on the signature sizes. The most connected sub-
networks were then extracted to generate model-specific SARS-
CoV-2 infection–, IBD inflammation–, or drug-response–asso-
ciated subnetworks (supplementary methods).
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Pathway and Geneset Enrichment Analysis of
Subnetworks

Gene subnetworks were tested for functional enrichment
using a Fisher’s exact test with Benjamini-Hochberg (BH)
multiple test correction on a collection of genesets. The
collection of genesets included (1) Reactome pathways sourced
from Enrichr,24 (2) gene sets from Smillie et al,25 (3) Huang
et al,26 (4) various macrophage perturbations (eg, cytokines),27

(5) ACE2 coexpressed genes,28 and (6) reported IBD GWAS
genes (see supplementary methods). Pathway and geneset
enrichment, as well as intersection between networks were
tested using a Fisher’s exact test and P values were adjusted for
multiple hypothesis with BH correction.

Key Driver Gene Analysis
Key driver analysis identifies key or “master” driver genes

for a given gene set in a given BGRN29 (supplementary
methods). Genesets for key driver analysis included those
associated with NHBE-COVID-19 infection or IBD inflammation.
Key driver genes (KDGs) were summarized by frequency across
the networks.

Geneset Variation Analysis of SARS-CoV-2
Infection Gene Expression Signatures

COVID-19 response gene expression (from whole blood or
epithelial models) was evaluated in the context of IBD-related
inflammation using gene set variation analysis (GSVA). For
each COVID-19 response signature, a sample-wise enrichment
score was quantified from each transcriptomic profile in the
MSCCR and CERTIFI cohorts using GSVA. COVID-19 response
GSVA scores were then modeled to test the association with
patient-derived phenotypic information.

Results
Healthy Gut Segments Express ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 Proteins

To define the localization and distribution of ACE2, immu-
nofluorescence microscopy was performed on histologically
normal GI tissue in 20 adults (9 men, 11 women) and 11 chil-
dren (7 boys, 4 girls) (Figure 1, Supplementary Table 1). ACE2
expression was observed on the small intestinal surface
epithelium in all subjects in a continuous distribution with the
exception of occasional breaks representing the mucin from
goblet cells (Figure 1A and B). In all examined small intestinal
segments, ACE2 could be detected on the crypt epithelium,
although to a lesser extent than on the surface epithelium.
TMPRSS2expressionwas less abundant in thesmall bowel, and
when detectable, was exclusively found on crypt epithelium
(SupplementaryFigure1B andB). Therewasnoobservable age
or sex dependence of ACE2 or TMPRSS2 protein expression in
the small bowel.

In the colon, ACE2 expression was patchy and could not
be identified in every subject, in contrast to the small bowel
(Figure 1C). This inconsistency across different donors
could not be readily associated with age, sex, ACE inhibitor
treatment, or the colonic segment being examined. In
contrast, TMPRSS2 expression was more robust in the colon
and was readily detectable on both surface and crypt
epithelia (Supplementary Figure 1C). Thus, ACE2 in the
healthy gut is higher in the small bowel than the large bowel
and inversely, expresses more TMPRSS2 protein in the colon
compared to the small bowel.

ACE2 and TMPRSS2 messenger RNA
Expression Varies in Healthy or Inflamed Gut
Segments by Region

Next, we examined ACE2 and TMPRSS2 messenger RNA
(mRNA) levels in the intestine of non-IBD controls and patients
with IBD with active and inactive disease enrolled in MSCCR
(Supplementary Table 3). As the number of samples for the
colonnon-rectum locationswas low(SupplementaryFigure3A
and B) and no discernable differences were observed, colon
nonrectum biopsies were grouped together to increase statis-
tical power. Consistent with the protein data, ACE2 gene
expression was higher in the uninflamed ileum comparedwith
the uninflamed colon or rectum.With inflammation, ileal ACE2
mRNA expression was significantly decreased compared with
either uninflamed biopsies from patients with IBD or non-IBD
controls. In contrast, in the rectumACE2mRNAexpressionwas
increased with inflammation when compared to the unin-
flamed patients with IBD or non-IBD controls (Figure 2A, top).
There were no significant differences by disease location or
betweenpatientswithUCversusCD(Supplementary Figure 4).
We further validated these results using the pediatric IBDRISK
cohort17 where ACE2mRNAwas significantly decreased in the
ileum of patients with active IBD as well (Figure 2B).

The expression of TMPRSS2 in the MSCCR cohort was
moderately higher in the colon compared to ileum. Inboth ileum
and colonbiopsies TMPRSS2 expressionwas found significantly
increased in the inflamed relative to noninflamed samples,
although the effect sizes were small (Figure 2A, bottom).

With immunofluorescence microscopy (Supplementary
Table 2), we could not appreciate differences in ACE2
expression in the ileum, which possibly stemmed from the
elevated physiological expression of ACE2. In the colon,
patchy epithelial ACE2 expression from control non-IBD
controls increased in patients with IBD with inflammation
and this increase was mostly evident on the crypt epithe-
lium (Supplementary Figure 2A).

In the ileum, low intensity TMPRSS2 expression on the
crypt epithelium was also comparable in inflamed or unin-
flamed mucosal segments from patients with IBD and in
noninflamed mucosal segments from non-IBD controls. In
the colon, TMPRSS2 expression appeared comparable in
patients with IBD and non-IBD controls. In the rectum,
TMPRSS2 expression was enhanced by inflammation
(Supplementary Figure 2A).

Age and Gender But Not Smoking Increases
ACE2 mRNA in the Colon

ACE2 mRNA was higher with age in the uninflamed rectum
samples. However, these effects were essentially nullified in the
presence of inflammation. A positive association with age in
inflamed CD ileum and a negative association in inflamed UC
rectum biopsies was observed. ACE2 mRNA in the uninflamed
rectum was significantly lower in male versus female
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Figure 2. Expression of
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in
intestinal biopsies of adult
and pediatric patients with
IBD and controls. (A) Box
plot summarizing the
normalized expression
level of ACE2 (top) and
TMPRSS2 (bottom) as
measured in ileum or
colonic and rectal biopsies
from control and IBD
MSCCR patients, which
were either endoscopically
inflamed (IBD.I) or non-
inflamed (Non.I). (B) Box
plot summarizing the
normalized expression
level of ACE2 (left) and
TMPRSS2 (right), as
measured in ileum CD
samples from the RISK
pediatric cohort. Clinical
characteristics of MSCCR
patients with IBD and bi-
opsies are summarized in
Supplementary Tables 3
and 4.
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individualsbutnogenderassociations inTMPRSS2mRNAlevels
were found (Supplementary Figure 4B andC). The expression of
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 was similar when comparing active
=
Figure 1. Robust ACE2 expression is found on small bowel su
immunofluorescence images of ACE2 (green) and EPCAM (red) c
patients, including magnified images of surface epithelium (se)
ileum biopsies (Goblet cell indicated with arrow and (C) colonic
male; F, female) as indicated. Isotype controls and no primary c
panel. Scale bar, 100 mm.
smokers with nonsmokers, either between healthy controls or
patients with IBD (data not shown) and no significant in-
teractions with inflammation status, region, or other covariates
rface epithelium in both children and adults. Representative
ounterstained with DAPI (blue) in intestinal biopsies of healthy
and crypt epithelium (ce). (A) Duodenal biopsies, (B) terminal
biopsies from indicated sites. Patient age (years) and sex (M,
ontrols for each segment are included on the far right of each



Figure 3. The effect of IBD medication use on expression of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in intestinal biopsies of IBD and control
MSCCR patients. Propensity-matched cohorts of UC and CD MSCCR patients receiving or not receiving corticosteroids (A),
thiopurines (B), 5-aminosalicylates (C), or anti-TNF (D) were used to estimate the mean (±SEM) differences in ACE2 (top) and
TMPRSS2 (bottom) expression between the medicated and nonmedicated groups. P values <0.1 are reported. Under the
model, we estimated the change in ACE2 or TMPRSS2 gene expression between the medicated and nonmedicated group
according to disease subtype (CD, UC), region (ileum, colon, rectum), and tissue type (inflamed, noninflamed). Sample sizes
are in Supplementary Table 5.
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were found. Thus, age and gender, but not smoking, modulates
ACE2 but not TMPRSS2 mRNA expression in the IBD colon.
Nonbiological Medications: Corticosteroids,
Thiopurines, and 5-aminosalicylates Reduce
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 Gene Expression in the
Inflamed Colon and Rectum But Not in the Ileum

We further evaluated the impact of nonbiologic and
biologic medication use (self-reported) on the expression of
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 mRNA (Supplementary Table 3) by
propensity matching the MSCCR cohort (see supplementary
methods).

In the ileum of patients with IBD (CD), corticosteroid,
thiopurine, or 5-aminosalicylate use had no impact on ACE2
mRNA expression in either inflamed or uninflamed biopsies
(Figure 3A–C). In the rectum; however, a significant
decrease in ACE2 mRNA expression was observed with
corticosteroid use in inflamed biopsies. A similar decrease of
ACE2 mRNA was noticed in thiopurine-treated noninflamed
samples from the rectum. The use of corticosteroids, thio-
purine, or 5-aminosalicylate did not significantly affect
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TMPRSS2 mRNA expression in ileum samples. However,
each of these 3 medications significantly decreased
TMPRSS2 mRNA expression in inflamed rectum or colon
samples. Thus, corticosteroid, thiopurine, or 5-
aminosalicylate attenuated ACE2 and TMPRSS2 mRNA
expression in inflamed colon and rectum.
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Among Biologic Medications, Infliximab Reduced
ACE2 Expression in the Inflamed Colon While
Ustekinumab Increased ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in
the Inflamed Colon in Treatment Responders

We also defined the effect of current anti–tumor necrosis
factor (anti-TNF) therapy (either adalimumab or infliximab)
use on ACE2 and TMPRSS2 (Figure 3D) expression. In the
ileum, patients taking anti-TNF biologics did not show
significantly different ACE2 or TMPRSS2 mRNA expression
compared with those not on anti-TNF medication. In the
large intestine, anti-TNF users showed increased ACE2 and
TMPRSS expression, particularly in the inflamed rectum.
Because the use of a cross-sectional cohort to study treat-
ment effect has its limitations, we used published datasets
from clinical trial cohorts, where longitudinal patient sam-
pling was performed and information on endoscopic re-
sponses to treatment was available.

The results from a patient cohort treated with infliximab
or vedolizumab on the GEMINI LTS trial19 are summarized
(Figure 4A, Supplementary Figure 5). Compared with
baseline ACE2 expression, post-infliximab (week 6) colonic
ACE2 gene expression was significantly lower and this
decrease was observed predominantly in endoscopic re-
sponders (Supplementary Figure 5). In contrast, post-
vedolizumab (week 6) ACE2 gene expression did not
significantly change, although a nominally significant
decrease was observed in endoscopic responders
(Figure 4A, Supplementary Figure 5). Finally, neither vedo-
lizumab nor infliximab modified TMPRSS2 expression.

To study the impact of interleukin (IL)-12/IL-23-
targeting ustekinumab on ACE2 and TMPRSS2 mRNA
levels in IBD, we used the CERTIFI trial cohort.18,30 We first
confirmed that, as in our MSCCR cohort, ACE2 gene
expression was higher in uninflamed ileum compared with
the colon regions (Supplementary Figure 6A). Next, we
observed that ileal ACE2 gene expression was significantly
decreased with inflammation as was observed in the ileal
samples from both MSCCR and RISK cohorts
(Supplementary Figure 6A). In colonic and rectal samples, a
trend to increase ACE2 expression in inflamed biopsies as
compared with non-inflamed was observed (Supplementary
Figure 6A).

Following ustekinumab treatment, ACE2 gene expres-
sion was increased (nominal significance) in the inflamed
tissue (both small and large intestinal) after week 6 post
ustekinumab as compared with the screening biopsy
(Figure 4B, Supplementary Figure 6B) contrasting with a
decrease in expression in placebo-treated patients. On
examining expression by ustekinumab response at week 22,
the increase of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 expression was mainly
observed in the colon and was stronger in responders (fold-
change ¼ 1.79, P ¼ .055 for ACE2 and fold-change¼ 2.25,
P ¼ .024 for TMPRSS2, Supplementary Figure 6C). Thus,
TNF-targeting biologics attenuated ACE2 mRNA expression
in the inflamed colon, whereas IL-12/IL-23-targeting bi-
ologics increased both ACE2 and TMPRSS2 mRNA expres-
sion in the inflamed colon, particularly in therapy
responders.

Overall, the effects of IBD medications on ACE2 and
TMRSS2 mRNA is complex, region-specific, and drug-
specific. A summary of the medication effects is provided
in Figure 4C.

Intestinal ACE2 Gene Regulatory Subnetworks
Are Enriched in Metabolic Functions and
Interferon Signaling in the Inflamed Colon

To identify potential functions associated with ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 in the gut, we studied these genes in the context
of BGRNs. These probabilistic graphical models consider all
available trait data (gene expression and genotype) simul-
taneously to derive gene:gene casual relationships among
thousands of intermediate molecular traits.31

The nearest neighbors of ACE2 were extracted including
genes within either 3 to 5 path lengths in each BGRN
network (5 networks total) keeping the subnetwork sizes
relatively similar (w200–300 genes, Figure 5A and D,
Supplementary Table 7). Immediate neighbors of ACE2 in
the ileum CD network included SLC6A19 (a known inter-
acting partner of ACE232), and other SLC transporters but
also other viral-associated receptor proteins, like DPP4 and
EZR.33 A summary of the recurring genes across sub-
networks is shown (Figure 5B and E).

Functional enrichment of ACE2-associated subnetwork
was interrogated in the ileum (Figure 5C) or colon
(Figure 5F) using the Reactome database. Identified meta-
bolic pathways included SLC-mediated transport; xenobiotic
metabolism; vitamins and cofactors; and hexose transport.
Additional ileum-associated pathways included amino acid
and oligopeptide SLC transporters, whereas colon-
associated networks included interferon and immune
signaling.

To support our network approaches, we verified a sig-
nificant overlap was observed between the colonic ACE2-
associated subnetworks and genes reported to be corre-
lated with ACE2 expression in colonocytes28

(Supplementary Figure 7A). In addition, ACE2-
subnetworks were significantly enriched in expression
profiles associated with epithelial cell types, including
enterocytes and absorptive cells25,26 (Supplementary
Figure 7B and C). Colonic ACE2-associated subnetworks
also co-enriched in immune cell types as well as macro-
phage gene signatures following various cytokine pertur-
bations including interferon (IFN)g/b27 (Supplementary
Figure 7D). In summary, our ACE2-subnetworks are a
novel source of insight into the regulation and function of
ACE2.



Figure 4. A summary of the effects of demographics, age, gender, inflammation, and medication use on ACE2 and TMPRSS2
gene expression in the intestine. (A) Changes on colonic gene expression profiles for ACE2 (top) and TMPRSS2 (bottom) on
patients treated with vedolizumab (VDZ) or infliximab (IFX). (A) Estimated marginal means for the expression (mean ± SEM) at
baseline and week 4–6. (B) Changes in gut expression of ACE2 (top) and TMPRSS2 (bottom) in patients with CD treated with
ustekinumab (CERTIFI cohort). Estimated marginal means for the expression (mean ± SEM) at baseline and week 6 for
inflamed and noninflamed biopsies. P values denote significance of each time point compared with screening visit þ(P < .1),
*(P < .05), **(P < .01). Sample sizes are in Supplementary Table 6. (C) A summary of various contrasts of interest on ACE2 and
TMPRSS2 expression in the ileum, colon, or rectum. Arrows are used to indicate the effect of various conditions on ACE2 or
TMPRSS2 gene expression, with Non.I indicating noninflamed biopsy vs control and Inf indicating inflamed vs control. N/a
indicates data not available. Lighter colored arrows represent nominal significance (P between 0.1 and 0.05) and darker arrows
represent significance of P < .05 in the various contrasts.
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Figure 5. BGRN analysis of ACE2 reveals metabolic function and interferon pathway associations. The ACE2-associated
subnetworks extracted from the (A) ileum CD BGRN (235 of 8458 nodes total) or from the (D) Colon CD BGRN (235 of
8549 total nodes). Genes (nodes) found within the first, second, or third/fourth layer are colored blue, yellow, or gray,
respectively. Five ACE-associated subnetworks were generated (Supplementary Table 7). (B and E) A summary of the genes
found in both ileum and colon ACE2-associated networks. Subnetwork sizes are: Control_ileum ¼ 221; CD_ileum¼ 235;
Control_colon ¼ 229; CD_colon ¼ 235 and UC_colon ¼ 346. (C and F) Reactome pathway enrichment analysis of ACE2-
associated subnetworks (with BH adj P < .1). The heatmap depicts fold enrichment. Level of significance is indicated by *,
**, or *** for P value of < .1, < .05, or < .01, respectively (see Supplementary Table 8 for full results).
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Intestinal TMPRSS2 Gene Regulatory
Subnetworks Are Predominantly Enriched for
Metabolic Functions

To address the function of TMRPSS2, the subnetworks
associated with TMPRSS2 were extracted from the BGRNs
(Supplementary Figure 8A) allowing 3 or 4 layers to obtain
similar subnetworks sizes (w200–300 genes). TMPRSS2
was not found in the BGRN from the ileum of controls, likely
due to a low expression variance, which is a filter used
before BGRN network construction (Supplementary
Table 13). Genes recurring in 4 of 4 subnetworks were
identified (Supplementary Figure 8B). TMPRSS2-associated
subnetwork genes are enriched for cell-cell communica-
tion, tight junction interaction, O-linked glycosylation of
mucins and membrane trafficking-associated pathways
(Supplementary Figure 8C). Consistent with these functions,
we observed enrichment of the TMPRSS2 subnetworks in
genesets associated with enterocytes, and goblet and
secretory cells (Supplementary Figure 9A and B).
A Subset of Pathways Associated With SARS-
CoV2 Response and IBD Inflammation Overlap

COVID-19 is a multisystem disorder in which innate and
adaptive immune cells as well as nonimmune cells likely
play a role in disease pathogenesis. Therefore, apart from
alterations in the receptor expression, we investigated
additional areas of overlap between COVID-19 responsive
pathways and pathways associated with IBD. As the first
step, we examined a host molecular response signature
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generated following SARS-CoV-2 infection of a primary hu-
man lung epithelium (NHBE) cell and a transformed lung
alveolar cell line (A549).22 Using GSVA, we generated a per-
sample score summarizing expression of either up or down-
regulated COVID-19-responsive genes, and evaluated
differences in these scores according to intestinal region,
disease and inflammation status (Figure 6A, Supplementary
Figure 10A and B). Genes up-regulated by SARS-CoV-2
infection show significantly higher expression in inflamed
regions as compared with uninflamed regions or non-IBD
control subjects, an observation confirmed in the CERTIFI
CD cohort (Supplementary Figure 10C and D). We directly
compared the genes associated with response to lung cell
SARS-CoV-2 infection and various IBD-centric genesets
generated in our MSCCR cohort34 or IBD GWAS genes. We
observed that genes up-regulated with inflammation, or
positively associated with macroscopic or microscopic
measures of disease, or associated with the risk of IBD, were
significantly enriched with genes up-regulated by SARS-
CoV2 infection of lung epithelial cells (Supplementary
Figure 10E).

Next, we examined for the congruence of COVID-19–
related peripheral blood gene responses21 and active IBD
inflammation. We observed that genes up-regulated in the
blood of COVID-19–infected patients have significantly
higher expression in the blood of patients with IBD as
compared with healthy control blood (Figure 6B,
Supplementary Figure 11A) as well as in patients with
active IBD versus quiescent IBD (Figure 6B, Supplementary
Figure 11B).

To further interrogate the molecular congruence be-
tween SARS-CoV-2 infection and IBD inflammatory re-
sponses, we generated NHBE-COVID-19–associated
subnetworks (NHBE-COVID_subnet) and IBD inflammation–
associated subnetworks (IBD_Inf_subnet) from 3 IBD BGRNs
(Supplementary Table 17). We then determined the overlap
between them, with the rationale that common gene mem-
bership implies similar molecular pathobiologies. We
observed a significant overlap between IBD-Inf and NHBE-
COVID_subnets across all 3 independent networks tested
(Figure 6C). Interestingly, the common genes (148 in ileum
CD, 213 in colon UC, and 170 in colon CD networks) were
significantly enriched in candidate IBD GWAS genes
(Supplementary Table 18).

To determine the underlying shared pathobiological
mechanisms, we evaluated enrichment of the 3 intersecting
subnetworks against Reactome pathways. Interestingly,
although subnetworks were generated by projecting a
COVID-19 response signature generated in an epithelial-
based model, most of the pathways and cell-type enrich-
ments were immune oriented with the most striking related
to innate immune signaling via IFN and IL-6 (Figure 6D,
Supplementary Figure 12, Supplementary Table 19). This is
consistent with the fact that although SARS-CoV-2 infection
initiates within the epithelium, COVID-19 is a multisystem
disorder in which innate and adaptive immune cells as well
as nonimmune cells likely play a role in disease pathogen-
esis. Our COVID-19–associated gut subnetwork findings are
consistent with a large body of recent data that describe a
dramatic up-regulation of proinflammatory cytokines in
patients with COVID-19,35 including induction of IFN-
stimulated genes.22

We confirmed these observations using the recent
dataset in which SARS-CoV-2 was shown to infect hSIOs23

(Supplementary Figure 13A and B). Direct overlap of gene-
sets from the SARS-CoV-2–infected hSIOs and various IBD-
centric genesets showed significant gene enrichments,
similar to those observed between the lung-COVID-19
model and IBD (Supplementary Figure 13C). Finally, sub-
networks generated in the ileum CD using hSIO-COVID-19
responsive genesets (Supplementary Table 20) overlapped
with IBD-Inf associated subnetworks. The intersecting
genes were similar to those found between IBD-Inf and
NHBE-COVID19-associated ileum CD subnetworks, con-
taining many IFN-stimulated genes (Supplementary
Figure 13D and E).

Next, as a data reduction approach, we evaluated each of
the NHBE-COVID-19 and IBD-Inflammation molecular
response subnetworks for KDGs. We then summarized the
KDGs across the 3 BGRNs and determined those shared by
IBD inflammation and NHBE-COVID-19 molecular responses
(Supplementary Figure 14, Supplementary Table 21). The
shared KDGs identified were interferon-stimulated genes
such as IRF1, GBP1/2, and PARP14/9, and several of these
were replicated in BGRNs from the RISK and CERTIFI
cohort, including CXCL1, GBP4, and PARP9, among others
(data not shown).

We also compared the intersections between COVID-19–
associated genes and those associated with 3 different mu-
rine models of intestinal injury or inflammation. We
observed a significant overlap between genes up-regulated
with COVID-19 response in the NHBE lung model with
genes up-regulated in a (1) Dextran Sodium Sulfate–induced
intestinal injury model36; (2) Trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid-
intestinal injury model,29 especially 2 days post TNBS
administration; or (3) adoptive T-cell transfer colitis model37

following a 6-week time period (ie, W0<W2<W4<W6).
Some examples of genes found commonly up-regulated
among the 3 IBD-mouse models and NHBE-COVID-19
response included C3, IFITM3, IL1B, S100A9, TGM2 (trans-
glutaminase 2), and PLAUR (plasminogen activator, uroki-
nase receptor) (Supplementary Table 22).

Finally, we generated colonic or ileal gene subnetworks
associated with response to infliximab or ustekinumab
(Supplementary Table 23) and tested their enrichment in
the tissue and IBD-type specific subnetworks and observed
significant overlap between many of the genes associated
with IBD therapy and either IBD-inflammation (used as
positive control) or COVID infection (Figure 6C), indicative
of commonality between COVID-19 and response to IBD
treatment. We also evaluated changes in the activity of the
blood COVID-19 response signature in the blood of CERTIFI
CD patients treated with ustekinumab and observed that
COVID-19 up-regulated genes significantly decreased after 4
weeks of ustekinumab treatment (Figure 6F).

Altogether, through analyses of multiple genesets, we
observed a significant overlap between COVID-19 response
genes and genes associated with IBD response.
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Discussion
The objective of this study was to systematically deter-

mine the molecular intersections among COVID-19–associ-
ated inflammation, IBD, and immunomodulatory drugs. Our
data provide mRNA- and protein-level evidence of the
regional distribution of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 across different
parts of the GI tract and the impact of the commonly used
IBD medications on ACE2 and TMPRSS2 expression in the
inflamed and uninflamed intestines. In addition, our data
highlight an overlap between COVID-responsive pathways
and pathways associated with IBD inflammation. These
findings generate the possibility that some of the current
and emerging therapies in IBD may be of benefit in patients
with COVID-19.

In exploring the intersections between COVID-19 and
IBD, we initially considered (1) impact of inflammation on
ACE2 expression and TMPRSS2 expression in the intestines;
and (2) impact of IBD medications on ACE2 and TMPRSS2
expression. ACE2 has a less appreciated renin-angiotensin-
aldosterone system–independent role in the intestine by
promoting amino acid absorption. Consistent with this
function, we observed high levels of ACE2 expression in the
small bowel brush border38–40 supportive of the role of
ACE2 in mucosal homeostasis.39 Remarkably, the analyses
of gene:regulatory networks empirically derived from the
terminal ileum, showed that ACE2 was coregulated with
SLC6A19, an amino acid transporter that physically in-
teracts with ACE2.41 The colon-derived ACE2 subnetwork
would also suggest a potential metabolic role for ACE2 in
the colon including solute carrier dependent processes.

Although the physiological function of TMPRSS2 remains
largely elusive, it has been linked to epithelial sodium channel
(ENaC) regulation,42 and possibly in regulating sperm func-
tion.43 In agreement with literature,42 our BGRN analysis
showed SCNN1A,which corresponds to a subunit of the ENaC,
associated with TMPRSS2. Remarkably, gene products colo-
calized with TMPRSS2 were consistently enriched in funda-
mental epithelial functions. For example, F11R, which
=
Figure 6.Molecular genes associated with IBD inflammation ov
model and whole blood. (A) Boxplot of the overall activity of COV
(top) or NHBE (bottom) lung epithelial cell models22 in the MS
mean expression (± SEM) of the 2 signatures (SF11 and samp
summarizing the expression of the COVID-19 blood signature (
MSCCR showing association between IBD disease (left) and clin
IBD-Inf–associated subnetworks were generated one each for
Tables 17 and 18). The 3 ileum-associated CD networks are s
work genes including the fold enrichment (FE) and a P value of th
subnetworks were generated (see supplementary methods) for
summarizes the FE for the overlaps between the drug respon
subnetworks, or (3) the intersecting nodes between COVID-19
enrichment results can be found in Supplementary Tables 23 an
from (C) were interrogated for enrichment in the Reactome data
and minimum 5-fold enrichment, Supplementary Table 19). (E
responsive to COVID-19 infection as determined in blood trans
cohort). (Top) Estimated marginal means (mean ± SEM) for the
the blood transcriptome of CERTIFI patients with CD at baselin
placebo. (Bottom) Ustekinumab-induced changes in COVID-1
responders (defined as change in CDAI). P values denote signific
**P < .05, ***P < .01.
encodes a JAM-A protein, mediates tight junction formation.
Interestingly, we noted connections to viral responses. JAM-A
is a reovirus receptor44 and TRIM3145 and BAIAIP2L146

associate with mitochondrial antiviral-associated proteins.
We have observed a reduction in ACE2 expression in the

inflamed ileum. Because ACE2 appears to be a brush-border
enzyme, its reduction with inflammation in the ileum is
consistent with loss of expression of other brush border
enzymes during enteritis.47 That said, even during inflam-
mation, the expression of ACE2 remains significant in the
small intestines. In contrast, inflammation associated with
IBD enhances the expression of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 in the
rectum. Overall, modulation of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 by IBD-
associated inflammation is complex and appears to be
region-specific in the intestines.

Akin to the impact of inflammation on intestinal ACE2
and TMPRSS2 expression, the effect of IBD medications was
complex. Corticosteroids, thiopurines, or 5-aminosalicylates
did not significantly affect TMPRSS2 mRNA expression in
the ileum. However, each of these 3 medications signifi-
cantly decreased TMPRSS2 mRNA expression in inflamed
rectum or colon samples. In addition, the impact of IBD
medications like TNF inhibitors may vary by the stage of
treatment. One may speculate that in early stages of therapy,
anti-TNF drugs, similar to anti-IL-12/23 agents, may in-
crease the expression of ACE2 in the intestines and poten-
tially have a detrimental effect; however, these medications
could have a beneficial effect in the long run because of their
ability to reduce inflammation.

Importantly, although SARS-CoV-2 infection initiates
with the viral attachment to ACE2 and its cleavage by
TMPRSS2 within the epithelial surfaces,7–10 COVID-19 is a
multisystem disorder in which innate and adaptive immune
cells as well as nonimmune cells likely play a role in disease
pathogenesis. Therefore, apart from alterations in the re-
ceptor expression, we investigated additional areas of
overlap between COVID-19 responsive pathways and path-
ways associated with IBD.
erlap with genes responsive to COVID-19 infection in lung cell
ID-19–responsive genes (up-regulated) as determined in A549
CCR biopsy samples using GSVA. Box plots summarize the
le sizes in Supplementary Table 4, ***P < .001). (B) Box plot
up-regulated genes)22 in the blood transcriptome data of the
ical severity (right) (SF11). (C) Three NHBE-COVID-19– and 3
ileum CD, colon UC, and colon CD BGRNs (Supplementary
hown for example. Venn diagrams of the overlap in subnet-
e enrichment test are shown. Using the BGRN drug response,
infliximab and ustekinumab response genes. The bar graph
se and the (1) COVID-19 subnetworks; (2) IBD inflammation
and IBD-Inf subnetworks. A full table of network nodes and
d 24. (D) The 3 sets of genes in the intersecting subnetworks
base. Heatmap depicting the FE in pathways (BH adj P < .1
) Expression of a molecular signature consisting of genes
criptome data from adult patients with IBD with CD (CERTIFI
activity (GSVA scores) of the COVID-19 blood signature22 on
e and after weeks 4 to 22 of treatment with ustekinumab or
9 blood signature between week 6 responders and non-
ance of each time point compared with screening visit *P < .1,
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A number of such intersections appeared. IL6, CXCL1/2/
5, PDPN, and S100A8/A9, which were up-regulated following
SARS-CoV-2 infection of primary human lung epithelium
(NHBE)22 were also significantly up-regulated in the
inflamed intestines of patients in our IBD cohort (MSCCR).
Similarly, a peripheral blood gene signature from patients
with COVID-19,21 which included the up-regulated genes,
CLEC4D, S100A8/A9, and FCAR, were also significantly up-
regulated in the blood of MSCCR patients with IBD (as
compared with controls) and in patients with active IBD (as
compared with patients with quiescent disease). In addition,
a number of SARS-CoV-2–associated genes were up-
regulated in murine models of intestinal injury with DSS36

(DAPP1, PDPN, IL1RN, DUOX2, IL1B, S100A9, CXCL2,
CXCL3) or TNBS37 (MARCKSL1, IFITIM3, IFITIM1, C3, AGR2,
REG4) or adoptive T-cell transfer colitis model29 (TAP2,
MARCKSL1, SLP1, PARP9, IFITIM3, MMP13, IL1B, S100A8).
These genes relate to a number of IBD-relevant pathways
including those associated with inflammatory cytokine
signaling (including IL-6, IL-1, IFN-G), chemokine signaling,
but also with interferon-associated pathways, regulation of
complement cascade, G protein coupled receptor signaling,
as well as collagen degradation.

Having observed significant molecular intersections be-
tween COVID-19– and IBD-associated pathways, we next
examined the impact of biologic medications used in IBD
therapeutics where pre- and post-treatment transcriptomic
data was available. Interestingly, our network analyses had
identified a number of shared COVID-19 and IBD-associated
“key driver genes,” including CXCL1, GBP4, SOCS3, PARP14,
and PARP9. Importantly, we observed that these KDGs,
which were up-regulated with COVID-19 and IBD inflam-
mation, were all down-regulated following infliximab
treatment. Thus, the impact of IBD medications on attenu-
ating some of the key inflammatory genes and pathways
would be independent of their complex effects on the
expression of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 on enterocytes.

Given the unregulated inflammatory responses in pa-
tients with severe COVID-19, it has been argued that tar-
geted use of anti-inflammatory medications be considered
as a therapeutic option.48 This approach has been met with
variable success. Although the use of dexamethasone has
provided a striking mortality benefit,49 the results of trials
using anti-IL-6 have been equivocal (NCT04320615) and
NCT04372186. An anti-TNF trial is currently under way in
the United Kingdom (NCT04425538). Our data suggest that
anti-IL-12/23 therapy could also be considered in the
therapeutic armamentarium in patients with COVID-19.
Reassuringly, real-time data from a registry of patients
with IBD-COVID50 did not report significant adverse out-
comes associated with the use of biologic medications,
including anti-TNF and anti-IL-12/23 inhibitors. To the
contrary, the risk of severe COVID-19 was found to be
reduced in patients with IBD on anti-TNF inhibitor medi-
cation.50 This is consistent with the observation that in-
dividuals treated with cytokine inhibitors had lower rates of
SARS-CoV-2 seroprevalence compared with controls.51

In summary, through detailed analyses of intestinal tis-
sues in health and IBD, we conclude that high expression of
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 potentially supports local, GI-associated
replication of SARS-COV-2. Further, a number of overlapping
inflammatory pathways between COVID-19 and IBD are
noted. These data support the use of specific anti-
inflammatory agents in the treatment of patients with
COVID-19.
Supplementary Material
Note: To access the supplementary material accompanying
this article, visit the online version of Gastroenterology at
www.gastrojournal.org, and at https://doi.org/10.1053/
j.gastro.2020.09.029.
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Supplementary Methods

Immunofluorescence Microscopy
Specimens were obtained via clinical endoscopy during

routine care (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). Tissue was
formalin fixed and paraffin embedded by the clinical pa-
thology core at our institution. Bowel sections (5 mm) were
dewaxed in xylene and rehydrated in graded alcohol fol-
lowed by 2 washes in 0.01M phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS). Antigen retrieval was performed by heating slides in
a pressure cooker in target retrieval solution (Dako, S1699)
for 15 minutes. After washing 3 times in PBS, nonspecific
binding was blocked by 5% normal donkey serum in PBST
(0.1% tween 20, PBS) for 45 minutes at room temperature.
Sections were then incubated in primary antibodies diluted
in blocking solution overnight at 4�C. Primary antibodies
used included ACE2 (abcam, ab15348, 1:1000) and EPCAM
(abcam, ab228023, prediluted).

Sections were washed 3 times in PBS and incubated in
secondary antibody (Alexa Flour 488 donkey anti-rabbit,
Alexa Flour 594 donkey anti-mouse) and 4’,6-diamidino-
2-phenylindole (DAPI) diluted in PBS for 1 hour at room
temperature. Sections were washed 3 times in PBS and
mounted with fluoromount G (Electron Microscopy Sci-
ences, 1798425). Controls included omitting primary
antibody (no primary control), or substituting primary
antibodies with nonreactive polyclonal rabbit immuno-
globulin (Ig)G (abcam, ab37415) and/or monoclonal
mouse IgG1 kappa (abcam, ab170190) antibodies (isotype
control). Slides were visualized and imaged using a Nikon
Eclipse Ni microscope and digital SLR camera (Nikon, DS-
Qi2).

Due to the low expression of TMPRSS2 protein in the
gut, Tyramide SuperBoost Kit (Thermofisher, B40915)
was used to amplify the signal. After dewaxing, rehy-
dration, and antigen retrieval (as described previously),
endogenous horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was quenched
by incubating slides in 3% hydrogen peroxide for 1 hour
at room temperature. The slides were then washed in
PBS 3 times and blocked in 10% goat serum for 1 hour at
room temperature. Slides were then incubated in mouse
anti-TMPRSS2 (Millipore, MABF2158, 1:500) diluted in
blocking buffer at 4�C overnight. After rinsing 3 times in
PBS, sections were incubated in poly-HRP-conjugated
goat anti-mouse secondary antibody for 1 hour at room
temperature. Slides were incubated in tyramide working
solution for 10 minutes before the reaction was stopped.
Sections were rinsed with PBS 3 times and then probed
for other antigens as described previously, except goat
serum and goat secondary antibodies were used instead
of donkey.

Analysis of MSCCR Cohort
Biopsy RNA was extracted and processed in randomly

allocated batchers as previously described.1 RNA was
isolated from frozen tissue using Qiagen QIAsymphony
RNA Kit (cat. 931636) on the QIAsymphony. RNA from

whole blood collected in PAXgene tubes was isolated
using QIAsymphony Blood PAXgene RNA kit (cat.
762635). One microgram of total RNA was used for the
preparation of the sequencing libraries using the RNA
Tru Seq Kit (Illumina; cat. RS-122-2001-48). Ribosomal
RNA from biopsy tissue was depleted from total RNA
using the Ribozero kit (Illumina; cat. MRZG12324), and
globin RNA along with ribosomal RNA was depleted from
total blood RNA using Globin zero gold ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) removal kit (Illumina; cat. GZG1224) to enrich
poly-adenylated coding RNA as well as noncoding RNA.
The rRNA and globin þ rRNA depleted RNA from biopsy
and blood total RNA, respectively was used for prepara-
tion of the sequencing library using RNA Tru Seq Kit
supplied by Illumina (cat. 1004814). The ribozero and
globin zero RNA-seq libraries were sequenced on the
Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform using 100 bp paired end
protocol following manufacturer’s procedure.

Genomic alignment to GRCh37 of single-end RNA-seq
reads was performed using 2-pass STAR.2,3 Default pa-
rameters for STAR were used, as were those for the quan-
tification of aligned reads to GRCh37.75 gene features via
featureCounts.3 Multimapping reads were flagged and dis-
carded. Raw count data were prefiltered to keep genes with
CPM >0.5 for at least 3% of the samples. After filtering,
count data were normalized via the weighted trimmed
mean of M-values.4

Gene expression matrices were generated using the
voom transformation and adjusted for technical variables
(eg, RIN, processing batch, rRNA rate, and exonic rate) using
the limma framework. Expression matrices were also
adjusted for age, gender, and genetic PCs for the GSVA
analysis. Statistical analysis was carried out using R lan-
guage version 3.0.35 and its available packages. Expression
of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 were modeled using mixed-effect
models with fixed factors depending on the comparison
and a random intercept for each subject using the nlme
package in R. Marginal means and hypothesis of interests
were tested using the emmeans package capabilities. Effect
of region and tissue (inflamed or noninflamed) differences
were estimated using a model that included disease (UC/
CD/Non-IBD cohort), tissue, and region and its interactions
as well as age, gender, and smoking status.

To investigate the medication effect on the MSCCR cross-
sectional cohort, we first defined, for each medication, a
propensity matched (PM) subcohort. The PM subcohort was
defined such that patients not taking a given medication
were selected to have the same distribution of clinical
severity (Simple Clinical Colitis Activity Index score for
patients with UC and Harvey-Bradshaw Index score for CD)
and endoscopic disease severity (Mayo score for UC and
Simple Endoscopic Score–Crohn’s Disease score for CD),
number of surgeries, the availability of inflamed and non-
inflamed biopsies at the time of endoscopy than those
taking the medication. For each medication, data from the
PM subcohort was modeled using a linear mixed-effect
model with fixed factors subtype (CD, UC), medication, re-
gion, tissue and its interactions.
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Curation of RNA-seq Based Molecular
Signatures Related to IBD and COVID-19
Response

We curated RNA-seq based molecular signatures related
to IBD and COVID-19 response by identifying differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) as follows:

a) IBD: DEGs between IBD inflamed and noninflamed
biopsies (false discovery rate (FDR) <0.05 and fold
change >2) compared with using a mixed-effect
model with a random intercept for each MSCCR pa-
tient and fixed factors for tissue, region, and disease.

b) SARS-CoV-2-infection of epithelia: Genes associated
with COVID-19 response in 2 epithelial model sys-
tems recently published,6,7 comparing SARS-CoV-2
infection of the following:

i. A549 or NHBE COVID-19: SARS-CoV-2 infection of
(1) A549 lung alveolar carcinoma cells or (2)
normal human bronchial epithelium (NHBE) for
24 hours7 (FDR <0.05)

ii. Differentiation (DIF) or expansion (EXP) hSIOs
COVID-19: hSIOs grown in either (1) Wnt EXP
medium or (2) DIF medium6 (FDR <0.1 or
<0.05).

c) Blood in SARS-CoV-2-infection: DEGs in whole blood
RNA-seq profiles of 76 adult patients with SARS-CoV-
2 pneumonia vs 24 healthy controls (FDR <0.05 and
jFCj>1.5) as part of the Hellenic Sepsis Study group.8

d) IBD drug response signatures: We analyzed publicly
available gene expression profiles from patients with
UC or CD treated with infliximab (GSE16879)9 and
patients with CD treated with ustekinumab
(GSE112366).10 We defined treatment and tissue
specific DEGs by comparing gene expression after
treatment course with baseline expression in pa-
tients who responded to treatment.

i. Ileum CD infliximab or ustekinumab response:
Gene signatures representing the response to
infliximab (GSE16879)9 and ustekinumab
(GSE112366)10 in ileal biopsies of CD patients
were generated (at unadj P < .01).

ii. Colon UC infliximab response: Infliximab
response-associated gene signatures in colonic
biopsies from a cohort with UC (FDR <0.01) that
was responding at week 4–6 GSE7366111).

iii. Colon CD infliximab or ustekinumab response:
Infliximab response-associated gene signatures in
colonic biopsies from a cohort with CD that were
responding at week 4–6 weeks (GSE16879)9

FC>j1.5j, FDR<0.05) were generated. Ustekinu-
mab response signature in the colon of patients
with CD was generated in colonic biopsies of
week 6 responders vs baseline (FC>j2j and FDR
<0.05).12

Analyses of the CERTIFI Cohort
Eighty patients with anti-TNFa refractory CD enrolled in

a phase 2b crossover trial (CERTIFI trial)13 were random-
ized to ustekinumab or placebo at baseline and received the
assigned treatment until week 8 (induction period).12

Clinical response at week 22 was defined as a decrease of
100 or more in Crohn’s Disease Activity Index score from
baseline. Microarray (HT_HG-U133_Plus_PM) gene expres-
sion data (available at GSE100833) from 810 biopsy sam-
ples taken at baseline, weeks 6 and 22 were obtained for
further analysis. The effect of treatment during the induc-
tion period (574 biopsies from 80 patients) was modeled
using a linear mixed-effect model with visit, tissue, region,
treatment group and its interactions. Changes over time for
each treatment/region/tissue were tested using the
emmeans package. Differences between week 22 re-
sponders and nonresponders were evaluated only in
endoscopically defined inflamed samples (n ¼ 108) from
patients (n ¼ 28) who were always on ustekinumab using a
mixed-effect model with visit, region, and response as fixed
effect and its interactions. Gene expression changes over
time (screening, week 6, week 22) were estimated for re-
sponders and nonresponders. For 227 patients, blood
transcriptome data were available and a similar analysis
strategy was used.

Analyses of GEMINI-I and GEMINI LTS
The GSE73661 series included expression profiles from

patients with moderate-to-severe UC enrolled in GEMINI-I
and GEMINI LTS trials evaluated the efficacy of vedolizu-
mab.11 Colonic biopsies were obtained from 44 (41
receiving vedolizumab and 3 receiving placebo) patients at
baseline and week 6. Response was defined as endoscopic
mucosal healing (Mayo endoscopic subscore 0 or 1) at week
6. This series also included colonic biopsies from 23 pa-
tients with UC treated with infliximab at baseline and after
4 to 6 weeks of treatment; the same definition of endo-
scopic mucosal healing was used. The treatment effect after
the induction period (4–6 weeks) was estimated using a
mixed-effect model with time and treatment group and its
interactions as fixed effects. Changes between endoscopic
responders and nonresponders were evaluated on a similar
model including the interaction of time and response.

System Biology Approach Integrating IBD
Bayesian Networks and COVID Signatures:

MSCCR Genotype Generation. DNA was isolated
from whole blood using QIAamp DNA BloodMini Kit (Qia-
gen; cat. 51104). Genotype data generated using the high-
density Illumina Multi-Ethnic Global Array (MEGAEX) and
Infinium ImmunoArray-24 v2 BeadChip arrays. We further
imputed genotypes using the Michigan Imputation Server
with the 1000 Genomes reference. QC filtering was per-
formed within each batch and filtering criteria were as
follows: missing rate per sample and per probe �10%;
HWE P value per probe >1E-6; identity between self-
reported and inferred sex; samples pairwise Identity By
Descent PI_HAT <0.8; visual identification of samples
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outliers within the first 2 PCs. In addition, consistency of
technical replicates was checked.

MSCCR BGRN Generation
BGRNs can capture fundamental properties of complex

systems in states that give rise to complex (diseased) phe-
notypes.12 We and others have successfully identified and
validated a large number of novel targets using these
derived network models. Such approaches have greatly
expanded our understanding of complex diseases such as
diabetes, Alzheimer disease, and IBD.12,14,15 Bayesian net-
works were generated from RNA sequence data generated
on intestinal biopsies from the MSCCR cohort using their
intestinal expression QTL information (eQTLs) as priors.
The Bayesian networks were region- (ileum or colon/
rectum) and disease- (CD, UC, and control) specific and
included both inflamed and uninflamed biopsies. MSCCR
Bayesian networks were reconstructed using RIMBAnet
software16–18 as previously described and visualized using
Cytoscape 3.7.19 RIMBAnet software is available with step-
by-step instructions. Final networks were decided with
Monte Carlo Markov Chain simulation,20 which creates
thousands of possible different networks, which were then
combined to form a consensus network. We also used 2
publicly available Bayesian networks. One was built from
ileum biopsy data collected from treatment-naïve pediatric
patients with CD (RISK cohort) as previously described.12,21

The second was generated using data from the CERTIFI
cohort which included patients with anti-TNFa refractory
CD from whom biopsies were taken across multiple intes-
tinal regions (ileum, ascending colon, descending colon,
sigmoid colon, and rectum inflamed and noninflamed
tissue).12

Bayesian Subnetwork Generation
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 subnetwork: Gene-centric sub-

networks were generated by selecting either ACE2 or
TMPRSS2 on various Bayesian networks (Ileum CD, Pan-
colonic CD, and Pancolonic UC) and expanding out 3 to 5
layers (undirected) to obtain the nearest ACE2 or TMPRSS2
neighbors. The connected subnetworks obtained were
generally between 200 and 500 genes in total.

Differential gene expression signatures were related to:

a) IBD inflammation: MSCCR IBD inflammation genes
were defined as differentially expressed genes (FDR
<0.05 and fold change >2) between IBD inflamed
and noninflamed samples contrasted in a mixed-
effect model with a random intercept for each pa-
tient and fixed factors for tissue, region, and disease
as well as core technical and demographic covariates.

b) SARS-CoV-2-infection of epithelia: We curated mo-
lecular signatures associated with COVID-19
response in various epithelial model systems
recently published.6,7 SARS-CoV-2 infection of (1)
A549 lung alveolar carcinoma cells or NHBE for 24
hours7 (FDR <0.05) or (2) hSIOs grown in either
Wnt high expansion (EXP) medium (at FDR <0.1 or

<0.01) or differentiation (DIF)6 medium (at FDR
<0.1 or <0.05). To have comparable signature set
sizes differential expression significance, depending
on the analysis, for DIF-hSIO was defined as either
FDR <0.1 or 0.05 and either FDR <0.05 or 0.01 for
the EXP-hSIO model. A signature representing
commonly up-regulated lung and gut model COVID-
19 responsive genes was also derived by first per-
forming a union of up-regulated genes within either
the lung (at FDR <0.05 ¼ 443 genes) or gut (at FDR
<0.1 ¼ 283) models and then intersecting the 2-
tissue model genesets (49 up-regulated genes in
common).

c) Blood in SARS-CoV-2-infection: We curated a whole
blood RNA-seq signature which was generated on 76
adult patients with SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia and 24
healthy controls as part of the Hellenic Sepsis Study
group8 at FDR <0.05 and threshold of > j1.5j.

d) IBD drug response-associated gene expression
signatures:

Ileum: Gene signatures representing the response to
infliximab (GSE16879)9 and ustekinumab (GSE112366)10

in ileal biopsies of CD patients were generated (at unadj P
< .01). The GSE168799 series was used to generate a dif-
ferential expression signature associated with infliximab
response in patients with CD. The patients were classified
for response to infliximab based on endoscopic and histo-
logic findings at 4–6 weeks after first infliximab treatment.
Ileal biopsies in responders were compared to baseline
samples using the limma framework. For the ustekinumab
signature, the series GSE11236610 including microarray
expression profiles from biopsies of patients with
moderate-to-severe CD enrolled in 2 phase 3 studies
(UNITI-2 and IM-UNITI) were used. These patients failed
conventional therapies previously and were largely naive to
anti-TNFa therapy. Ileal biopsies from responders (based
on mucosal healing) at 8 weeks were compared to baseline
using the limma framework to identify ustekinumab
response genes.

Colon: Infliximab response-associated gene signatures
were generated from colonic biopsies sampled from a
cohort with UC (FDR <0.01 at week 4–6 responders
compared with week 0) (GSE73661)11 and a cohort with CD
(FC >j1.5j, FDR <0.05) (GSE16879).9 An ustekinumab
response signature in the colon of patients with CD12 was
generated comparing biopsies from week 6 responders to
baseline (FC>j2j and FDR <0.05).

IBD Inflammation, COVID-19, and IBD Drug
Response: Subnetwork Generation

Genes found altered in NHBE/A549 or organoids
following SARS-CoV-2 infection; IBD inflammation; or
response to medications were separately projected onto
various Bayesian networks (Ileum CD, Pancolonic CD, Pan-
colonic UC) allowing 1 or 2 nearest neighbor to be included.
The most connected subnetworks were then extracted to
generate model-specific SARS-CoV-2 infection-; IBD
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inflammation-; or drug-response–associated subnetworks
(see Supplementary Methods Table 1 that follows). The
genes common between these networks were determined
and tested for enrichment to various genesets using the
Fisher’s exact test and P values were adjusted using
Benjamini-Hochberg procedure.

Pathway and Geneset Enrichment Analysis of
Subnetworks

Gene subnetworks were tested for functional enrich-
ment using the Reactome pathway database. Reactome
pathway gene sets sourced from Enrichr22 and tested for
enrichment using a Fisher’s exact test with Benjamini-
Hochberg multiple test correction. ACE2 and TMPRSS2
associated subnetworks were also tested for enrichment in
gut cell types using genesets from single RNA cell data from
Smillie et al23 and Huang et al.24 Enrichment in genesets
associated with various macrophage perturbations (eg, cy-
tokines),25 and ACE2 co-expressed genes,26 as well as re-
ported IBD GWAS genes27–29 were also tested.

Key Driver Gene Analysis
Key driver analysis (KDA) identifies key or “master”

driver genes for a given gene set in a given gene regulatory
network. We used a previously described KDA algorithm by
Zhang et al.30 KDA requires 2 input files, a set of genes (G)
and a (un)directed gene network (N). A subnetwork Ng is
first defined as the set of nodes in N that are no more than
h-layers away from the nodes in G. For this analysis we used
the whole network as Ng. We then used a dynamic neigh-
borhood search mode feature which searches the h-layer
neighborhood (HLN, h ¼ 3) for each gene in Ng (HLNg,h) for
the optimal h* giving the maximum computed enrichment
statistic for HLN(g,h). A node becomes a key driver if its
HLN is significantly enriched for the nodes in G (at adj P <
.05). The set of genes for KDA included either the NHBE
COVID infection geneset or the IBD inflammation geneset.
Key driver genes were further summarized by frequency in
which they appeared across all networks.

Geneset Variation Analysis of SARS-CoV-2
Infection Gene Expression Signatures

We used the blood and epithelial model COVID-19
response gene signatures in a GSVA using MSCCR biopsy
or blood RNA-seq data and CERTIFI blood and biopsy
microarray data. For each gene set (up or down-regulated),
GSVA, a nonparametric and nonsupervised method, esti-
mated the overall variation of the gene set on the expres-
sion profiles of the MSCCR biopsy and blood expression
matrix after adjusting for gender, age, genetic PCs and
technical covariates. As a result, a z-score like sample-wise
enrichment score was calculated for each gene set. Such
enrichment scores were then used for hypothesis testing
with respect to phenotype information.

T-Cell Transfer Model
We compiled temporal gene expression profiles that

were recently published throughout the development of
CD4CD45Rbhi T cell transfer colitis. Fang et al31 performed
the CD4CD45Rbhi T cell transfer colitis model and colonic
tissue was used for genome expression profiling analysis at
0, 2, 4, or 6 weeks after adoptive T-cell transfer. A total of
1775 genes were identified as differential expressed during
the progression of T–cell–mediated colitis, and they classi-
fied these genes according to 8 temporal phenotypes. We
used 2 temporal phenotype patterns: “W0,” which were
genes progressively down-regulated over the 6 weeks (aka
W0>W2>W4>W6) and “W6,” which were genes found
progressively up-regulated over the 6 weeks (also known as
W0<W2<W4<W6). Genes were converted to human
symbols for analysis.

Dextran Sodium Sulfate Mouse Model
The dextran sodium sulfate (DSS) mouse model

commonly uses a 5- to 7-day DSS exposure after which a
colitis-like macroscopic phenotype is observed. A recent
paper compared molecular responses of a DSS model dur-
ing the colonic inflammation phase (during DSS treatment)
followed by tissue regeneration phase (every 2 days post-
DSS treatment up to day 14) to a differential expression
signature comparing UC vs healthy patient biopsies. The
authors found w650 genes in common.32 We therefore
used this signature, which supports molecular parallels
between the DSS mouse model of IBD and adult IBD to
compare to the COVID-19 response signatures.

TNBS Mouse Model
We curated gene expression signatures from a TNBS-

associated experiment (FCH >0.5 and adj. P value <.05),
which involved evaluating the recurrent molecular re-
sponses in the colons by giving 3 weekly intrarectal in-
stillations of TNBS allowing for both acute (active
inflammation) and chronic processes of IBD to be assessed
as sampling was done before and 2 or 7 days after each
TNBS instillation. On days 7, 14, and 21, mice were
administered intrarectally TNBS, at selected time-points 2
and 7 days after each TNBS administration (ie, day 9, 14, 16,
21, 23, and 28), mice were killed and molecularly profiled.
The 6 resulting genesets included the following: (1) day 9 ¼
(2 days post TNBS administration); (2) day 14 ¼ (before
second TNBS administration); (3) day 16 ¼ (2 days post
second TNBS administration); (4) day 21 ¼ (before third
TNBS administration); (5) day 23 ¼ (2 days post third TNBS
administration); and (6) day 28 ¼ (7 days post third TNBS
administration).

URL
RIMBANET: https://labs.icahn.mssm.edu/zhulab/?

s¼rimbanet&submit¼Search
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Supplementary Figure 2. Expression of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 protein in the intestine of patients with IBD. (A) Representative
immunofluorescence images of ACE2 (green) and DAPI (blue) on the left and TMPRSS2 (red) and DAPI (blue) on the right in
paired inflamed and uninflamed IBD intestinal specimens. Terminal ileum from a CD patient pre-IFX (inflamed) and after IFX
treatment (uninflamed). Inflamed left colon and uninflamed sigmoid colon from a patient with UC pre-biologic. Inflamed rectum
from a CD patient pre-IFX and uninflamed rectum post-IFX therapy. Clinical characteristics of IBD patients and biopsies are
summarized in Supplementary Table 3.

=
Supplementary Figure 1. TMPRSS2 and ACE2 distribution and localization in the intestine in children and adults. Repre-
sentative immunofluorescence images of ACE2 (green) and TMPRSS2 (red) counterstained with DAPI (blue) in intestinal bi-
opsies of non-IBD patients. Magnified images of surface epithelium (se) and crypt epithelium (ce) showing only TMPRSS2 and
DAPI. (A) Duodenal biopsies. (B) Terminal ileum biopsies. (C) Biopsies from indicated colonic segments. Patient age (years) and
sex (M, male; F, female) indicated in the top left corner of each image. Isotype controls and no primary controls for each
segment are included on the far right of each panel. Scale bar, 100 mm.
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Supplementary Figure 3. ACE2 and TMPRSS2 gut gene expression in MSCCR CD and UC patients versus healthy controls.
Plots summarize the expression level of ACE2 (A) and TMPRSS2 (B) across various gut regions from CD (top) or UC (bottom),
which were either endoscopically noninflamed (Non-Inf) or inflamed (Inf). Each IBD region is compared with healthy controls.
Numbers at the bottom represent the number of samples (#Non-Inf vs #Control / #Inf vs #Control). Level of significance is
indicated by *, **, or *** for P < .05, < .01 or < .005, respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 5. The effect of infliximab and vedo-
lizumab on ACE2 and TMPRSS2 expression. (A) Changes on
colonic gene expression profiles for ACE2 (top) and
TMPRSS2 (bottom) on patients treated with vedolizumab
(VDZ) or infliximab (IFX). Differences in endoscopic re-
sponders and nonresponders at week 4 to 6 vs baseline
samples. P values denote significance of each time point
compared with screening visit þP < .1, *P < . 05, **P < . 01.
Samples sizes are in Supplementary Table 6.

=
Supplementary Figure 4. ACE2 and TMPRSS2 gene expression according to location of disease in CD patients and effects of
age and gender. (A) Normalized gene expression of ACE2 (top) and TMPRSS2 (bottom) summarized according to patients with
CD with L1 (purple) or L2/L3 (orange) disease separated by region. Biopsies from endoscopically defined noninflamed (left) or
inflamed (right) areas are examined separately. (B) The effect of gender and age effect on ACE2 TMPRSS2 gene expression
was estimated using a multivariable model with smoking, age, gender, and 2 interaction of age and gender and IBD subtype
and Tissue. The coefficient for Age effect is presented for CD and UC at different regions (ileum, colon, and rectum). P values
denote significance of the age effect for each disease and tissue group, þP < .1, *P < .05, **P < .01. (C) We estimated the
marginal mean expression of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 for male and female at each region (ileum, colon, and rectum) and disease
(CD and UC) group. P values are presented where significant differences between males and females were found.
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Supplementary Figure 6. The effect of ustekinumab (CERTIFI cohort) on ACE2 and TMPRSS2 gene expression in the in-
testine. (A) Baseline differences in expression of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 between inflamed and noninflamed tissue was esti-
mated across different regions (ileum, colon, and rectum) using a mixed-effect model with tissue and region and its
interactions as fixed effects and random intercepts for each patient. P values indicated the significance of the inflamed vs
noninflamed comparison. (B) Changes in gut expression of ACE2 (top) and TMPRSS2 (bottom) in patients with CD treated with
ustekinumab (CERTIFI cohort). Treatment changes in expression of ACE2 and TMPRSS2 were modeled using a mixed-effect
model with visit, region, tissue, and treatment and its interactions as fixed effects. Marginal estimated means are presented for
patients treated with ustekinumab and placebo group at baseline and week 6 across different gut regions. P values denote
significance of change at week 6 from screening, þP < . 1, *P < . 05. (C) As no change was observed in noninflamed biopsies,
treatment effect on inflamed biopsies was compared between week 22 clinical responders and nonresponders vs baseline. þP
< . 1, *P < . 05. The samples sizes are summarized in Supplementary Table 6.
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Supplementary Figure 8. Bayesian gene regulatory network (BGRN) analysis of TMPRSS2 reveals gut barrier function
pathway associations. (A) The TMPRSS2 subnetwork extracted from the UC Colon BGRN (490 of 8557 nodes total) was
generated by including 4 additional layers of genes (undirected network expansion). Genes or nodes found within the first,
second, or third/fourth layer are colored blue, yellow, or gray, respectively. In total, 4 TMPRSS2 subnetworks were generated,
1 from ileum gene expression data from MSCCR CD patients and 3 from colon (and rectum) gene expression data from
MSCCR control, UC, or CD patients (Supplementary Table 13). Both inflamed and noninflamed biopsies used for the IBD
networks are shown. (B) A summary of the genes found in 4 of the 4 TMPRSS2-associated networks. The number of genes
within each TMPRSS2 associated subnetworks are: CD ileum ¼ 397; Control colon ¼ 268; CD colon ¼ 366; and UC colon¼
490. (C) Pathway enrichment analysis (Fisher’s exact test) of each TMPRSS2-associated subnetwork according to Reactome
pathways was performed. Only pathways that were found significantly enriched in at least 1 TMPRSS2-associated subnetwork
(at BH adj P < .1) are presented in the heatmaps in (C). The heatmap coloring depicts the fold enrichment and the level of
significance based on BH adj P value of * P < . 1, ** P < . 05, or *** P < . 01. The full enrichment results are available in
Supplementary Table 14.

=
Supplementary Figure 7. ACE2-associated subnetworks reveal gut epithelial cell type enrichment. Each ACE2-associated
subnetwork was interrogated for enrichment with: (A) Genes co-correlated with ACE2 in colonocytes was curated from
Wang et al28; (B) gut cell type associated signatures from (Huang et al, 201926) and (C) (Smillie et al, 201925). (D) Gene sets
associated with various perturbations in macrophages.27 The number of genes within each ACE2-associated subnetwork are:
control ileum ¼ 221; CD ileum ¼ 235; control colon ¼ 229; CD colon ¼ 235; and UC colon ¼ 346. The heatmap coloring
depicts the fold enrichment and the level of significance based on BH adj P value of *P < .1) **P < . 05, or ***P < . 01. The full
enrichment results are available in Supplementary Tables 9 to 12.
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Supplementary Figure 9. TMPRSS2-associated subnetworks reveal gut cell type enrichment. Each of the 4 TMPRSS2-
associated subnetworks were examined for enrichment with various gut cell type related signatures (Smillie et al, 201925)
(A) (Huang et al, 201926). (B) The number of genes within each TMPRSS2-associated subnetworks are as follows: CD ileum ¼
397; control colon ¼ 268; CD colon ¼ 366; and UC colon ¼ 490. The heatmap coloring depicts the fold enrichment and the
level of significance based on BH adj P value of *P < .1, **P < . 05, or ***P < . 01). The full enrichment results are available in
Supplementary Tables 15 and 16.
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Supplementary Figure 11. Expression of a blood signature of genes responsive to COVID-19 infection in blood transcriptome
of adult patients with IBD and controls (MSCCR cohort). Box plot summarizing the expression of the blood signature identified
in COVID-19–infected patients vs healthy controls21 as determined in the blood transcriptome data of (A) the MSCCR CD (n ¼
432) and UC (n ¼ 389) patients and controls (n ¼ 209) and (B) between clinically defined inactive (n ¼ 288 CD, n ¼ 340 UC) vs
active (n ¼ 72 CD, n ¼ 49 UC) MSCCR IBD patients (right). GSVA scores associated with up-regulated genes are shown on the
left and down-regulated genes are shown on the right. P values denote significance with *P < .05, **P < .01, and ***P < .001.

=
Supplementary Figure 10.Geneset variation analysis of lung COVID-19 responsive genes as determined in MSCCR and
CERTIFI cohort gut biopsies. (A) We evaluated expression of COVID-19–responsive genes as determined in NHBE (A) or A549
(B) lung epithelial cell models22 in the MSCCR biopsy samples using GSVA. Mixed-effect linear models with region, tissue
type, and its interaction were used to compare COVID-19 scores among control, noninflamed, and inflamed samples (sample
sizes in Supplementary Table 4, ***P < .001). (C, D) Two molecular expression signatures reflecting a host’s transcriptional
response to SARS-CoV-2 infection were curated from Blanco-Melo et al.22 (C) Transformed lung alveolar cell line (A549) and
(D) primary human lung epithelium (NHBE) were profiled following SARS-CoV-2 exposure. Boxplots for the GSVA scores of
COVID-19–responsive genes in inflamed and noninflamed biopsies across gut regions for patients in CERTIFI cohort. Mixed-
effect models with region and tissue as fixed-effects were used to compare expression between noninflamed and inflamed
samples. Sample sizes are presented in Supplementary Table 6. (E) A heatmap summarizing the significance (-log adj P value)
for the enrichment of genes up- or down-regulated following lung cell SARS-CoV2 infection in various IBD disease–associated
genesets derived from the MSCCR cohort analysis and IBD GWAS genes.
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Supplementary Figure 12. Lung model COVID-19–associated gene subnetworks and the shared subnetwork genes with IBD-
inflamed genes are enriched with immune cell types. NHBE COVID-19 subnetworks and the intersecting genes found between
them and the IBD-inflamed subnetwork genes were interrogated for enrichment with gut cell type signatures.25 The heatmap
coloring depicts the fold enrichment and the level of significance based on BH adj P value of *P < .1, **P < .05, or ***P < .01.
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Supplementary Figure 14. Summary of KDGs for the
COVID-19 and IBD-inflammation–associated colonic and
ileum IBD subnetworks. KDGs were determined, separately,
for NHBE-COVID-19 or IBD-Inf signature genes in each
Bayesian gene regulatory network (BGRN) from Figure 6C
and a summary of the top recurring KDGs are presented (see
Supplementary Table 21 for full results). A gene was
considered a KDG if its subnetwork (within 3 layers) was
significantly enriched (adj P < .05) in signature genes.

=
Supplementary Figure 13. Subnetworks associated with COVID-19 response in hSIOs overlaps with NHBE-COVID-19
responsive subnetworks. Two molecular expression signatures reflecting transcriptional responses to SARS-CoV-2 infec-
tion in human small intestinal organoids (hSIOs) were curated.23 (A) hSIOs cultured with differentiation media (DIF) contain
predominantly enterocytes, goblet cells, and low numbers of enteroendocrine cells. (B) hSIOs grown in Wnt high expansion
medium (EXP) consist mainly of stem cells and enterocyte progenitors. We determined expression of the hSIO COVID-19–
responsive genes (at false discovery rate <0.1) in the ileum, colon, and rectumMSCCR cohort samples using geneset variation
analysis (GSVA) and mixed-effect model with region, tissue type, and its interaction as fixed effects was performed to compare
expression between control, noninflamed, and inflamed samples. P values are as indicated. (C) A heatmap summarizing the
significance (-log adj P value) for the enrichment of genes up- or down-regulated following hSIO SARS-CoV2 infection in
various IBD disease-associated genesets derived from the MSCCR cohort analysis and IBD GWAS genes. (D) A Venn diagram
summarizing the overlaps of 3 subnetworks generated using the ileum CD BGRN, from projecting signatures associated with
(1) IBD-Inf; (2) NHBE_COVID-19 response; or (3) hSIO (DIF media)-COVID-19 response, allowing 1 or 2 nearest neighboring
genes. (E) A Venn diagram summarizing the overlaps of 3 subnetworks generated using the ileum CD BGRN, from projecting
signatures associated with (1) IBD-Inf; (2) NHBE_COVID-19 response; or (3) hSIO (EXP media)-COVID-19 response, allowing 1
nearest neighboring gene. The hSIO(DIF)- and hSIO(EXP)- COVID-19 associated subnetworks are found in Supplementary
Table 20. The intersecting genes are shown. Note many genes are also identified as KDGs in Figure 6E. The significance
of the overlaps of various genesets is presented in each panel.
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